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artistic director, dancer and teacher Michael Leslie was recently honoured with the australia 
Council for the arts’ $50 000 Red Ochre award. He received the award in recognition of his long 
career, where he has excelled in dance, choreography, acting and directing in australia and 
america.

He recently formed the Michael Leslie Foundation for the Performing arts, a national program.  
Through this program, he hopes to teach and inspire children and young people to gain self-
respect and pride through the arts, and help them overcome self-defeating attitudes and barriers 
that prevent them from reaching their true potential.

 

Activity 1: reAding
What does it mean to describe Michael Leslie as a “quiet achiever”?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Michael received his award at a “glitzy ceremony” at the Sydney Opera House.

Which of these best describe what “glitzy ceremony” means in this context?

        a quiet ceremony

        a ceremony that attracted a lot of attention

        a ceremony with lots of bright lights

        a ceremony full of show-offs

What gave Michael greater confidence to pursue his early dance career?

        winning the Red Ochre award

        winning a Churchill fellowship to attend the alvin ailey Dance Theatre in new york

        meeting Ian Thorpe

        choreographing the first Bran Nue Dae musical
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What motivated Michael to set up his foundation?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Activity 2: LAngUAge cOnventiOnS - SPeLLing
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined. 
Write the correct spelling for each underlined word in the box.

Michael turned his experiences into opportunitys.

Dancing gave him a lot of confidance.

He recieved a special award.

Michael desided to become a dancer.

Michael was recomended for a scholarship.

He always had great potenshal.
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each sentence has one word that is incorrect.

Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.

Michael is a quite achiever.

The arts can help young peeple excel.

He traned hard at the academy.

Many of his students love their coarses.

It was a personnel dream of his.

It is important to make a differance. 
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Activity 3: LAngUAge cOnventiOnS

Which is correct beginning for this sentence?

________ Michael is successful now, it hasn’t always been easy.

        Since

        Despite

        although

        In spite of

Which word is missing from the second sentence?

It was sometimes tough going.  ________  , Michael didn’t give up.

        While

        Whereas

        However

        although

Which sentence correctly uses speech marks?

        “It’s about finding a tool that addresses the needs of our children,” says Michael.   

        It’s about finding a tool that addresses the needs of our children, “says Michael.” 

         “It’s about finding a tool that addresses the needs” of our children, says Michael.

        “It’s about finding a tool that addresses the needs of our children, says Michael.”

          

Which pair of words correctly completes the sentence?

While ____ been tough at times, ____ been worth it. 

        its  its

        it’s  it’s

        its  it’s

        it’s  its
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Which word correctly completes the sentence?

It is requested that all phones ______ turned off during the ceremony.

        be

        being 

        are being 

        have been

Underline the pronouns in this sentence.

“I’m motivated by the in justices to our people. I never drink alcohol. We’ve got to care to 
make a difference. I’ve seen kids go on to pursue what they love.”

Which word or words correctly complete this sentence?

I will be happy about my effort ______ I win or not.

        even if

        whether

        whenever

        regardless
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Activity 4: writing A diScUSSiOn
a discussion is a type of aRGUMenT text that argues two or more points of view about an issue.

Discussions begin by stating the Issue, and then give different Sides to the debate, concluding 
with a Resolution, judging which side is more valid.

argument type social purpose Stages phases

discussion debates two or more points of view Issue

Sides

Resolution

evidence

statistics

quotes

examples

elaborations

conclusions

Every child should be involved in the performing arts, like dancing, acting and singing.

What do you think about his idea? Write to convince a reader of your opinions by discussing both 
sides of the issue.

Think about:

J      if you agree or disagree with the issue

J      arguments for and against the issue

J      an introduction -  a way to introduce your ideas by clearly stating both sides of the issue

J      reasons and evidence that explain your ideas for both sides of the argument

J      a conclusion -  decide whether or not you agree with the issue

Remember to:

J      plan your Discussion before you start

J      write in sentences

J      pay attention to your spelling and    
          punctuation

J      choose your words carefully to convince a 
          reader of your opinions

J      use a new paragraph for each new idea

J      check and edit your writing so that it is 
          clear for a reader.


